
As we drove in our tall red four-wheel drive laden with sand pocked boards we were cupped 

in a green diffusion of light. The gold specked canopies of Labenne’s forests yield shafts of 

morning light like nave windows. Terracotta roofs glowed gold above slanted shadows and 

passing cars sparked with reflected flashes. The sand was unspoilt when we arrived apart 

from flawless and consistent tyre tracks intersected with seagulls’ steps. We stood out in the 

damp sand, surveying sea patterns among fragments of flotsam, capillaries of small streams, 

empty split bivalves and stones sunk in tapered depressions like fossilised sea-comets. When 

the flat water ebbs across your feet, delicate bubbles emerging from the sand crackle around 

you while in the distance the sea rumbles ferociously as if you stand on the tongue of the 

voracious digestive tract of a creature of unfathomable size and shape. 

 

The steps you take in the shallows make whooping sounds as you march out to the sea with 

your board under your arm and your translucent plastic leash skimming the surface, and your 

feet beat small explosions of sand that cloud your ankles. The sun-warmed neoprene suit 

feels like a barrier against the water for so long as you wade out deeper still until the cold 

bleeds through the zipped cleft of the suit and the sea touches your spine, a sensation both 

seductive and chilling. I broke for a paddle when a set of waves diminished and sat on my 

sunken board for the next set of echoes from distant storms. Rainbows formed above my 

shadow in the spray and land-bound migrant butterflies fluttered around us amidst the chaos. 

Splashes from the peaking waves I pulled myself through left jewels of water glinting in my 

eyelashes. I got out back, behind the break, faced the vast gradated beach dotted with dark 

specks of people under the sun and the long arcs of vapour trails, closed my pellucid eyelids 

and deeply exhaled. 

 

Around the peel there’s a pocket of silence. I sat before a wall of water noiselessly teetering 

against a distant roar of the breaking ocean across the sand banks. The roar drew closer from 

the right and then the crescendo came: like an open faucet gushing with such power that I 

was dragged toward the shore as if holding onto a bolted horse. I turned over, hugging my 

board rolling over before it was finally snatched from me and the taut tether pulled me leg 

first behind the wave, my head submerged in the privy space below the rumble amid 

conversant rising bubbles in a thick cloud of sand. As I broke the surface, the curl was further 

along and other surfers miraculously stood like statues on casters gliding across the water. I 

was wiping my eyes amidst the acid hiss of the wave’s wake as air broke to the surface, my 

upside down board turning on the axis of my tethered ankle planted in the sand. It was the 

first wipeout of the week and not the last but an exhilarating baptism none the less. 

 

We ate supper on Labenne beach as the sun set; a medallion sinking beyond the sea and 

leaving a green and gold circlet crown over the horizon which diminished beside a crescent 

of a sharpening moon. Under the Milky Way and attendant constellations, the waves broke in 

two directions bombing the shore with shallow dumps of white water briefly scarring the 

gauze of darkness. It’s the sound you can hear in bed in the villa as you lay, in a trick of the 

body’s memory, rising and falling with the ocean. 

 


